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BEAM is expanding its programs to Los Angeles 
beginning in summer 2018!

BEAM 6 in LA will begin in 2018, then BEAM 7 will start 
in 2019.  Over time the program will grow to support 
students through 12th grade, just like in New York.  

BEAM LA will be slightly different from BEAM NYC.  
While most people in New York travel using public 
transportation, most people in Los Angeles travel by 
car.  To remain accessible to students, BEAM will be 
located in a densely populated part of the city within 
easy walking-distance to at least 12 middle schools.

Jacob Castaneda, whom some of you met last summer, 
will be leading this expansion as the Executive Director 
of BEAM's Los Angeles Programs.  Before joining BEAM 
earlier this year, Jacob taught high school mathematics 
in LA for four years.
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BEAM is Expanding to Los Angeles!

Jacob has been working hard the last few months to 
find middle schools that BEAM can partner with, and 
locations where BEAM 6 and BEAM 7 can take place.  
Working with the University of Southern California 
(USC) and the University of California, Los Angeles 
(UCLA), Jacob also organized a math competition,  
which took place on December 2nd.  The excitement of 
BEAM has already taken hold on the west coast!

This expansion was made possible by a $1,000,000 grant 
from the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation.



2017 Has a Record-Breaking Hurricane Season

The weather of the United States is mostly driven by 
winds known as Prevailing Westerlies (blue arrows 
on the map), meaning that they blow from the west, 
moving our weather toward the east.  The tropics, 
which are closer to the Equator are affected by Trade 
Winds (yellow arrows on the map), which blow 
from the east and move hurricanes west, across the 
Atlantic, toward the Caribbean Sea.

Here are just a few of the many records that were broken during this year's hurricane season:

• Hurricane Harvey, in August, dropped more than four feet of rain in a single location in Texas, which 
was more than any other recorded hurricane in the continental United States.

• Hurricane Irma, in September, averaged 185 mile-per-hour winds for 37 hours, which was the first 
time that any tropical cyclone recorded on Earth had winds so strong for so long.

• This year is expected to be the costliest hurricane season on record, due mostly to major hurricanes 
Harvey, Irma, and Maria.

Did You Know?
• Tropical storms, which have sustained winds of at least 39 mph, are given names starting each year 

with the letter A.  The first three named storms in 2017 were Arlene, Bret, and Cindy.
• Tropical storms become tropical cyclones when they have sustained winds of at least 76 mph.
• Tropical cyclones happen around the world, and go by a few different names.  In the Atlantic Ocean 

and eastern Pacific Ocean, where they affect North America, they are called hurricanes.  In the 
northwestern Pacific, where they affect Asia, they are called typhoons. In other locations, like the 
Indian Ocean and south Pacific, they are called cyclones.

• The Coriolis effect, caused by Earth's rotation, makes tropical cyclones rotate opposite directions in the 
northern and southern hemispheres.
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Why do hurricanes move west when most of our weather moves east?

Meteorologists use math and science to study and 
forecast weather over short timescales, up to a few 
weeks into the future.  A meteorologist might study 
a hurricane as it forms to determine how strong 
it might get, where it might go, and what effect 
it might have on people nearby, so that they can 
prepare for it.

Careers in Weather and Climate Forecasting
Do weather patterns and extreme events fascinate you?  You might consider a career in weather modeling!

Climatologists use math and science to study and 
forecast weather over long timescales, up to years, 
or even millennia. (A millennium is 1000 years!)  A 
climatologist might study the trend of increasingly 
powerful hurricanes over the past few years to 
predict what the next few hurricane seasons might 
bring, so that people can plan for them.

How to prepare, and what to expect:
• Many universities offer bachelors and advanced degree programs in Meteorology or Atmospheric 
Sciences.  Other relevant fields of study include Physics, Chemistry, and Computer Science. 
• You could work in places ranging from the government, to a university, to a TV or radio station. 
• Pay starts around $30,000 - $50,000 per year, and can go up to about $120,000 per year.



Did you know math plays a big role 
in art?  Sometimes it's subtle, like the 
use of perspective in drawing, but 
sometimes entire works of art are built 
around mathematical ideas.  (Google the 
drawings of M.C. Escher for some really 
incredible examples!)

Mathematical Art

The three pieces above, Triskewers, Straws Thingy, 
and Total Eclipse, were made by Zachary Abel. In 
each piece, Zach picked one everyday object (skewers, 
straws, and paper clips respectively) and used them to 
make a geometric pattern. Photos courtesy of Zachary 
Abel.

The piece on the left, called Atlantis, is an 
origami pleated design also by YQ Lu. To 
make these, he had to use an orthogonal 
grid of folds; "orthogonal" is a word for 
perpendicular (aka meeting at a right 
angle). Photo courtesy of YQ Lu.

For the two pieces above and the one in the lower 
right, artist YQ Lu cut slits into paper and then slotted 
them together, creating what are knows as paper strip 
sliceforms. While the bottom piece uses a conventional 
design, the Vineyard and Sunflower (both above) 

were so precise that YQ had to program 
a computer to laser cut them in just the 
right way. Photos courtesy of YQ Lu.

by Ayinde Alleyne



Questions? Comments?
We want to hear from you!  If there is something that 
excites you that you want to know more about, or that 
you think your friends should know more about, let us 
know by sending an email to newsletter@beammath.
org.  We might write about it!
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Moving?
If your address has recently changed, or if you 
are planning to move soon, please let us know 
by sending an email to info@beammath.org.

Thank you!

More Mathematical Art Online
Another mathematical artist to check out online is 
Vi Hart.  You can find her video channel on YouTube.  
She created this doodle by playing with triangles: 

Dan's Challenge Problem
Send in the solution to this problem to have it printed and win a free book!

A palindrome is an integer that reads the same backwards and forwards.  For 
example, 29792 is a palindrome.

Aisha decides to take integers that aren't palindromes, add them to their reverse, 
and to keep doing this until she gets a palindrome.  So if she starts with 64, its 
reverse is 46, and she would add:  64 + 46 = 110.  

Now she adds 110 to its reverse: 110 + 11 = 121,
which is a palindrome!  It took two steps to turn 64 into a palindrome.

For which integers between 10 and 100 that are not palindromes will it take 
Aisha exactly six steps to turn them into palindromes?  

(Source: MATHCOUNTS.)

How to submit your answer: 
Email it to info@beammath.
org or text a photo to (217) 
649-1100!  

The deadline for submissions 
is January 15, 2018.


